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IMPORTANT: The information presented in this document should not be construed as legal, accounting 
or tax advice. Our customer service representatives are not accountants or lawyers and they also do not 
provide accounting, tax or legal advice. You should consult with a professional advisor familiar with your 
particular factual situation for advice concerning specific accounting, tax or legal matters before making 
any decisions. 
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2022 CA Covid-19 Supplemental Paid Leave 
California has passed a bill requiring employers to pay Covid-19 
supplemental paid sick leave in 2022, and this bill is retroactive to 
January 1, 2022. This requirement is similar to the Covid Paid Leave of 
2021, with a few changes.  

1. One change is that there are two categories of leave depending 
on the employee’s circumstances. There is leave available for 
Covid related reasons and separate leave available for when an 
employee or a member of their family tests positive for Covid.   

2. Another change is that the check stub should show how much 
leave an employee has used, rather than how much leave is 
available. 

 

Note: This law does not apply to small employers with 25 or fewer employees.  

 

These changes meant additional programming was necessary to assist 
you with meeting these new requirements. This article will discuss what 
changes were made in your software and how you should use these 
new features.  
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Set Up CA Covid Leave Wage Type 
Similar to last year, you must set up and use a Covid Leave Wage Type 
when paying Covid Leave to accurately track and pay Covid wages. For 
2022, you will need to have at least: 

• One Covid Wage Type and  

• Two different Leave Types for the two different sets of reasons an 
employee can take Covid leave.  

• Each Leave Type needs to have a unique identifier. This may be a 
combination of Wage Type and Job ID or if you do not use Job ID's, 
you will need to identify with a unique Cost ID, Wage Type, or G/L #. 

Note: You may already have one California Covid Wage Type set up from 

2021. You will not need to create a new code for 2022. If you have issued any 

Covid Leave in 2022 using the same codes used in 2021, the program will treat 

that as “Covid Related” leave. If you need to convert any regular sick pay, do 

that first.  

 

How to Setup a CA Covid Leave Wage Type 
To identify the wages separately as California Covid-19 Leave, you will 
need to set up a Wage Type if you do not already have one.  
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1. Go to Payroll > Setup > Wage Types.  

2. Enter a two-digit Code of your choice.  

3. On the Base Pay Type drop-down, select Paid Leave and enter a 
Description as desired.  

4. As California Covid Leave does not provide any tax exemptions, do 
not change the Tax Calculation settings. You can enter a Billing Unit 
Type if needed. Click Save.  
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Set Up CA Covid-19 Paid Leave Type  
You will need to add or edit the CA Covid-19 Paid Leave Types.  

You may have already set up a CA Covid Leave Type for 2021. If so, this 
Leave Type can be used for 2022 and will now say, “California Covid 
Related”. However, you will still need to set up an additional Leave Type 
for California Covid Positive. This is for Covid Leave taken when an 
employee or an employee’s family member tests positive for Covid. 

It is up to you to determine which Leave Type to use for the reason your 
employees are taking Covid Leave.  

Recommended Method: Datatech recommends you use the existing California 

Covid Wage Type and set up two separate Job Codes for each set of reasons. If 

you do not use Job Codes, you can use a different G/L #, Cost ID, or Wage Code 

to identify the other type of leave.  

 

1. Go to Payroll > Setup > Paid Leave Type Setup. After you have a 
California Covid Leave Wage Type set up, add a new line to the table 
and enter the following information:  

a. Description: Enter a Description. 

b. Leave Type: Double-click within the blank box and select 
California Covid Related from the drop-down.  
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c. Wage Type, G/L #, Cost ID, Job ID: Each Leave Type needs 
to have a unique identifier. This may be a combination of 
Wage Type and Job ID or if you do not use Job ID's, you will 
need to identify with a unique Wage Type or GL #. 

d. RROP # Days: (This option was created for Federal Covid 
Leave and is not nessecary for CA Covid, you can leave this 
column 0 or enter a time period you feel will help you 
accurately calculate what an employee would have earned.) 
California law is to pay the employee the rate they would 
have otherwise earned for the hours taken. This would be 
the regular rate of pay for other days they worked in the 
pay-period. If they have no other wages, you must decide 
what rate should apply had the employee worked. 

2. Tab through to the next line.  

a. Description: Enter a Description that identifies this Leave 
Type as different from the Leave Type we created above.   

b. Leave Type: Select California Covid Positive from the drop-
down. 

c. Wage Type, G/L #, Cost ID, Job ID: Each Leave Type needs 
to have a unique identifier. This may be a combination of 
Wage Type and Job ID or if you do not use Job ID's, you will 
need to identify with a unique Wage Type or GL #. 

d. RROP # Days: (Same as previous line.)  

3. Tab though to the next line to save the Leave Type.  

When you use these Leave Types for paying employees’ Covid Leave, 
the Covid Leave amounts they have used will appear on their check 
stubs. If an employee has not used any Covid Leave for 2022, their 
check stubs will print zero Covid hours used.  
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Changing Regular Sick Pay Used to Covid Leave 
Employees may now request Covid Leave for time they were off work in 
January. If they took regular sick pay days for Covid reasons, then 
employers can issue a check with negative Sick Pay hours 
and positive Covid Pay hours at the same pay rate. This is a way to 
“convert” Sick Pay already taken to Covid Pay. Follow these steps: 

1. Go to Payroll > Checks > Check Entry, and open the employee’s file.  

2. Enter the Pay Period Starting/Ending dates. This can be either the 
pay period the leave was taken, or the current pay peri od.  

3. Enter a line for the regular sick pay that was taken, but enter the 
regular sick pay hours as a negative number.   

4. Enter the Covid Leave line item on the check with positive Covid Pay 
hours at the same pay rate. Make sure to use the Wage Type you 
have set up for CA Covid Leave and define it by G/L #, Cost ID, or Job 
ID for Covid Related or Covid Positive.  

 

5. When you print this check, the regular Sick Pay that was taken will 
be restored to the employee’s account and they will now have 
hours used for Covid Leave.  
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Update California Covid Leave Hours 
Next, you will need to update your employees’ CA Covid-19 Leave 
Balances on the California Covid-19 Leave Balances Setup window.  

All employers with 26 or more employees in California are now required 
to print used Covid Leave balances on employees’ check stubs. This 
window will calculate the amount of used hours for each employee and 
these amounts will print on your employees’ next checks.  

You can also use this window to generate a report by employee to see 
how many hours they qualify to take.  

 

To reset these totals for 2022, follow these steps: 

1. Go to Payroll > Setup > California Covid-19 Leave Balance Setup.  

2. To calculate hours for 2022, click Start Over.  

Note: This option will clear out ALL the information entered in this window 

and re-calculate it starting from January 1, 2022. You will lose any data you 

have entered and this cannot be undone.  
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3. Click Update Hours Used. This will update any employee accounts 
that have had Covid Leave paid in 2022, under both California Covid 
Related and California Covid Positive Leave Types. 
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Calculating an Employee’s Available Hours  
New for 2022: You will only need to update an employee’s available hours as 

they request leave. You will not need to update all employees’ available hours at 

one time since balances are no longer printed on an employee’s check stub.  

An employee can take California Covid Leave for two separate sets of 
reasons. The first set falls under the California Covid Related Leave 
Type.  

The second falls under the California Covid Positive Leave Type. Under 
the second set of reasons, if an employee or an employee’s family 
member test positive for Covid, they are entitled to up to an additional 
40 hours of Covid Leave. It is up to you to set up and use these Leave 
Types appropriately for you to have accurate Available Hour 
calculations.  

There are two ways to calculate an employee’s available hours: 

Option 1 

The first option is to calculate an employee’s available hours on the 
California Covid-19 Leave Balance Setup window.  

1. On the California Covid-19 Leave Balance Setup window, highlight 
an employee to calculate their hours. You can start typing the 
employee’s account number and press [Tab] to find employees 
quickly.  

2. Click Calc Avil Related or Calc Avil Positive.  

This will generate a report for the currently highlighted employee. 
The report will show their hours available for either the Covid 
Related or Covid Positive reasons, based on the prior six months of 
hours worked.  If you are calculating for a variable hour employee, 
the available hours will be less than 40. Otherwise, full-time 
employees are entitled to 40 hours of Covid Leave. This calculation 
is for one week of pay.  

3. This information will be shown in the report as well as on the 
California Covid-19 Leave Balance Setup window in the Total / 
Balance and Total + / Balance + columns to help you determine how 
many hours an employee is entitled to take.   
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Option 2 

You can also calculate an employee’s available hours through their 
employee file. 

1. Go to Payroll > Employees > Benefits/History tab, and open the 
employee’s account.  

2. Click into the Covid Leave Total entry in the Related or Positive 
column and press [F11]. This will generate a report showing how 
many Covid Leave hours this employee is entitled. You can do the 
same in the Covid Leave Used columns to show how many hours 
they have used.   
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Paying Covid-19 Leave 
Warning: The program will not stop you from overpaying employees Covid 

Leave. Even if you calculate the amount of hours they are entitled within the 

program, it is still up to you to see how much they have used/their balance 

before paying them Covid Leave.  

To pay an employee Covid Leave, follow these steps: 

1. Go to Payroll > Checks > Check Entry, and open the employee’s 
account.  

2. Enter the Pay Period Starting/Ending dates.  

3. Enter the Covid Leave line item on the check. Make sure to use the 
Wage Type you have set up for CA Covid Leave and define it by G/L 
#, Cost ID, or Job ID for Covid Related or Covid Positive.  

 

4. Enter your own rate of pay based on what the employee would 
have made if they had worked their normal schedule. If they have 
other wages in the pay period, you can press [CTRL + R] to have the 
program calculate their average rate of pay based on the current 
check.  
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5. When you print the check, the employee’s Covid Used Hours will be 
updated and will print on their check stub.  
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